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FICTION 
 
Davis, Fiona 
THE CHELSEA GIRLS: A Novel 
Historical Fiction | Dutton Hardcover | August 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Stefanie Lieberman @ Janklow & Nesbit | Editor: Stephanie Kelly 
Status: manuscript available 
 

The Chelsea Hotel has long been New York City’s creative oasis for the many artists, writers, 
performers, and poets who have called it home—something playwright Hazel Riley and actress 
Magnolia Mead are determined to use to their advantage. But a red scare is sweeping across 
America and Senator McCarthy has started a witch hunt for Communists, with those in 
entertainment frequently being blacklisted from the industry due to unsubstantiated accusations. 
With the pressure building to name names, more than Hazel and Magnolia’s Broadway dreams may 
suffer as they grapple with the terrible consequences; their livelihood, their friendship, and even 

their freedom are at stake as well.  
 

Fiona Davis began her career in New York City as an actress, where she worked on Broadway, off Broadway, and in regional 
theater. After ten years, she changed careers and began working as an editor and writer. She is the bestselling author of The 
Dollhouse (Dutton, 2016), The Address (Dutton, 2017) and The Masterpiece (Dutton, 2018). 
 

Publishers of The Masterpiece: 
Bulgarian – Kragozor 
German – Goldmann/PRH Germany 

Hungarian – IPC Konyvek 
Lithuanian – Tyto  

Norwegian – Pantagruel Forlag 

Publishers of The Address: 
Bulgarian – Kragozor 
Czech – Tarsago Ceska Republica  
Dutch – Ambo Anthos 

German – Goldmann/PRH Germany 
Hungarian – Tarsago Magyaroroszag 
Norwegian – Pantagruel Forlag 

Turkish – Pena Kitap Yayincilik

Publishers of The Dollhouse: 
Bulgarian – Kragozor 
Czech – Tarsago Ceska Republica  
Dutch – Ambo Anthos 

German – Goldmann/PRH Germany 
Greek – Dioptra Publishing  
Hungarian – Tarsago Magyarorszag 

Italian – HarperCollins Italia 
Norwegian – Pantagruel Forlag 
Port. in Portugal – Reader’s Digest  

 
 

de la Cruz, Melissa   
THE BIRTHDAY GIRL: A Novel  
Fiction | Dutton Hardcover | August 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Richard Abate @ 3 Arts Entertainment, Inc. | Editor: Jill Schwartzman  
Status: manuscript available in March 2019 
 
At forty, it appears Ellie has everything she ever wanted: a handsome husband; an accomplished, 
college-age stepdaughter; a beautiful ten-year-old daughter; two adorable and rambunctious six-
year-old twin boys; lush, well-appointed homes in the city, desert, and beach; a thriving career as a 
well-known fashion designer of casual women’s wear; and a glamorous circle of friends. But Ellie is 
keeping many secrets, all of which come to light on the night of her fabulous birthday party in the 
desert, where everyone who matters in her life shows up, invited or not, old and new, friends and 

frienemies. As stepdaughters, exes, mistresses, and ex-lovers congregate, the beautiful façade of her life crumbles in one 
eventful night. Beautifully paced and full of surprises, THE BIRTHDAY GIRL is an enthralling tale of a life lived in shadow, and 
its unavoidable consequences.  
 
Melissa de la Cruz is the #1 New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, and Publishers Weekly 
internationally bestselling author of many critically acclaimed novels, including Alex & Eliza (Putnam Young Readers, 2017), 
The Isle of the Lost (Hyperion, 2015) and Triple Moon (Putnam Young Readers, 2016). Her Blue Blood series (Disney 
Publishing) has sold over 3 million copies and her Witches of East End series (Hyperion) became an hour-long tv drama on the 
Lifetime network. Her novels have over 8 million copies in print worldwide.  
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NONFICTION 
 

HISTORY, PSYCHOLOGY, SCIENCE 
 

Drakulic, Slavenka 
CAFÉ EUROPA II: How We Did Not Survive Communism 
History | Penguin Trade Paperback | March 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Author c/o Penguin Books | Editor: Kathryn Court 
Status: manuscript available in June 2019 
 
CAFÉ EUROPA II is an evocative, daring, and timely collection of essays that paints a portrait of 
Eastern Europe thirty years after the end of communism. Looking closely at artifacts and day to day 
life, from health insurance cards to national monuments and popular films to cultural habits, these 
pieces of political reportage dive into the reality of a Europe still deeply divided.  
 
Slavenka Drakulic was born in Croatia in 1949. The critically-acclaimed author of several works of 

nonfiction and novels, she has written for The New York Times, The Nation, The New Republic, and numerous publications 
around the world.  
 
 
 
 

Duncan, David Ewing  
TALKING TO ROBOTS: Tales from Robot-Human Futures 
Robotics | Dutton Hardcover | July 2019 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Mitch Hoffman @ Aaron M. Priest Agency | Editor: John Parsley  
Status: manuscript available 
 
Throughout history, humans have been infatuated with the notion of artificial intelligence. But now 
the moment is fast upon us when super-intelligent robots—robots that we can truly talk to and 
interact with—are poised to arrive for real. Drawing from his own expertise, as well as extensive 
interviews with robot experts, engineers, entrepreneurs, philosophers, and thinkers, David Ewing 
Duncan will explain how these robots function as machines, and also what they say about us as 
humans: our hopes, anxieties, myths, stories, and ideas about life and artificial beings. And while 
we continue to be equally intrigued and apprehensive about the impending robo-future, our 

fascination with robots has always been less about the potential techonology, and more about what robots can tell us about 
what it means to be human.   
 

David Ewing Duncan is an award-winning author, CEO and Curator of Arc Fusion, and a Health Strategist in Residence for 
IDEO. He is a columnist for the Daily Beast and the chief correspondent for NPR Talk's Biotech Nation. Duncan writes for The 
New York Times, The Atlantic, Fortune, National Geographic, Discover, and Outside, among others. He is a former 
commentator for NPR's Morning Edition and a special correspondent and producer for ABC's Nightline and 20/20, a former 
producer for Discovery Channel, and a correspondent for NOVA's ScienceNow! He is the author of several books.  
 
Rights sold: 
UK & C – Little, Brown 

Korean – Bookie  
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Kershaw, Alex 
THE FIRST WAVE: The D-Day Warriors Who Led the Way to Victory in WWII 
Military History | Dutton Caliber Hardcover | May 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Jim Hornfischer @ Hornfischer Literary Management | Editor: Brent Howard 
Status: manuscript available  
 

The heart-stopping story of ten warriors from the Allied nations who led the way to victory on the 
most critical day of the 20th century: June 6, 1944. This is an utterly immersive, adrenaline-driven 
drama, with core characters from the US, Britain, Canada, France, and Germany. THE FIRST WAVE 
will be the capstone work of New York Times bestselling author Alex Kershaw, the culmination of 
decades of research and interviews with dozens of surviving veterans. Kershaw offers a fresh new 
take on D-Day, focusing unblinkingly on the most critical actions of the Allies’ dramatic entry into 
Hitler’s Europe.  

 

Alex Kershaw is a journalist and the New York Times bestselling author of nine books, including The Bedford Boys (Da Capo, 
2003), Blood and Champagne (Thomas Dunne, 2003), The Longest Winter (Da Capo, 2005), and The Liberator (Crown, 2012). 
Born in York, England, he is a graduate of Oxford University.

 

Rights sold: 
UK & C – Simon & Schuster UK  
Czech – Albatros  
Dutch – Balans  

 
 

 
 
Marmion, Jean-Francois  
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF STUPIDITY 
Psychology | Penguin Trade Paperback | Summer 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Marleen Seegers @ 2 Seas Literary Agency | Editor: John Siciliano   
Status: manuscript available in French; translated manuscript available in Summer 2019 
 

“We need a book like this one.” 
—Steven Pinker 

 
Everybody knows about stupidity: we all have to put up with it every day. It’s a burden, a cross to 
bear. And yet, psychologists have never tried to define it. In this entertaining collection, 
psychiatrists, scientists, philosophers, sociologists, and writers from around the world offer us their 

points of view on human stupidity. Contributors include Daniel Kahneman, Dan Ariely, Ryan Holiday, Alison Gopnik, and many 
more.  
 
Jean-Francois Marmion is a science journalist living in France.  
 
 
Rights sold to:  
Bulgarian – Iztok Zapad 
Dutch – Karakter 
German – Munchner Verlagsgruppe 
Greek – Papadopoulos 

Italian – Nuova Ipsa 
Korean – SiGongSa 
Lithuanian – Eugrimas  
Polish – Pulicat 
Port. in Brazil – Saída de Emergência 

Russian – Eksmo  
Swedish – Mondial  
Romanian – Litera 
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Moscatello, Caitlin 
SEE JANE WIN: The Inspiring Story of the Women Changing American Politics 
Politics/Campaigns | Dutton Hardcover | September 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Daniel Greenberg @ Levine Greenberg Rostan | Editor: Jill Schwartzman 
Status: manuscript available in May 2019  
 
After November 8, 2016, first came the sadness; then came the rage, activism, and protests; and 
now, for some eleven thousand women, it’s time to get involved. More women are campaigning 
for local and national office over the past two years than at any time in American history. In SEE 
JANE WIN, journalist Caitlin Moscatello documents this pivotal time in women’s history. Closely 
following a handful of candidates throughout the entire process, she tells the story of a movement 
and the radical shift in the way women are represented in America.  
 

Caitlin Moscatello is an award-winning journalist. Her writing has appeared in Elle, Cosmopolitan, Marie Claire, Glamour, GQ, 
Refinery29, Conde Nast Traveler, O Magazine, Sports Illustrated, Redbook, TIME, and Fast Company, among others. She was 
also formerly the Deputy Editor of Seventeen.  
 
 
 
 

Winegard, Timothy 
THE MOSQUITO: A Human History of Our Deadliest Predator 
Pop History | Dutton Hardcover | August 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Rick Broadhead @ Rick Broadhead & Associates | Editor: John Parsley  
Status: manuscript available 
 

Dr. Timothy Winegard takes readers on a fascinating and delightful journey through the annals of 
human history to show us just how profoundly the lowly mosquito has transformed human 
civilization. The facts he shares are surprising, effervescent, and entertaining, and the book is full 
of fun trivia (for instance, did you know that the mosquito has killed half of all human beings who 
ever lived? Or that the mosquito is the most lethal animal to humans? Humans come in a distant 
second and the much-slandered shark is #15.). At the same time, THE MOSQUITO is a 
groundbreaking work, offering a dramatic, new, global perspective on the history of mankind.  

 

Timothy Winegard holds a PhD from the University of Oxford. He served nine years as an officer in the Canadian and British 
forces. Dr. Winegard teaches history and political science at Colorado Mesa University. He’s written four previous academic 
books, which were published by university presses.  
 
Rights sold: 
UK & C – Text 
Dutch – Thomas Rap/De Bezige Bii 
German – Benevento 

Italian – HarperCollins Italia 
Japanese – Shueisha 
Polish – Illuminatio/Kobiece 

Russian – Eksmo 
Simp. Chinese – China CITIC 
Spanish – Ediciones B
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Zaidan, George 
INGREDIENTS: The Stuff Inside Your Stuff 
Pop Science | Dutton Hardcover |April 2020 | UK & Translation Rights  
Agent: Jane Dystel @ Dystel, Goderich & Bourret | Editor: Stephen Morrow 
Status: manuscript available in May 2019 
 
INGREDIENTS is a humorous scientific exploration of the materials we take from the natural world 
and the ways modern chemistry turns them into the everyday products we use and consume.   
 
George Zaidan is an MIT-trained chemist, science communicator, television and web host, and 
producer. He was the co-host of CNBC's hit TV series, Make Me a Millionaire Inventor, and has 
written and voiced several TED-Ed viral videos. He created National Geographic’s webseries 

“Ingredients” and co-wrote and directed MIT’s webseries “Science Out Loud.” His work has been featured in The New York 
Times, Forbes, The Boston Globe, National Geographic Magazine, NPR’s The Salt, NBC’s Cosmic Log, Science, Business Insider, 
and Gizmodo.  
 
Rights sold: 
Simplified Chinese – CITIC 

 

 
GIFT, HUMOR, ILLUSTRATED, JOURNALING, POP CULTURE  
 

 
Basford, Johanna 
HOW TO DRAW INKY WONDERLANDS: Create Your Own Magical Adventure 
Art/Coloring | Penguin Paperback | October 2019 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Cathryn Summerhayes @ Curtis Brown | Editor: Meg Leder  
Status: sample pages available; fully designed manuscript available in May 2019  
 

Through her bestselling coloring books and distinctive illustrations, Johanna Basford's beautiful 
forests, ocean depths, and hidden magical kingdoms have enchanted millions of people around the 
world. In this lovely and accessible guide, she shares the fun, simple, no-skills-needed secrets to 
creating your own wondrous realms through fanciful, expressive line drawing. With step-by-step 

exercises, inspiring prompts, and still plenty of pages to color, you'll be free to let your creativity run wild.  
 
Johanna Basford is an illustrator and ink evangelist who prefers pens and pencils to pixels. Her intricate, hand-drawn 
illustrations are loved the world over by those who have colored in (sometimes more than once) her bestselling books: World 
of Flowers (Penguin, 2018), Ivy and the Inky Butterfly (Penguin, 2017), Johanna's Christmas (Penguin, 2016), Magical Jungle 
(Penguin, 2016), Lost Ocean (Penguin, 2015), Enchanted Forest (Laurence King, 2015), and Secret Garden (Laurence King, 
2013). Johanna is a graduate of Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design in Dundee. 
 
Rights Sold:  
Dutch – BBNC 
Hungarian – Mano  
 
Publishers of World of Flowers: 
Dutch – BBNC 
French – Marabout 
German – Munchner 

Hungarian – Mano  
Japanese – Graphic-Sha 
Korean – KL 

Russian – Azbooka-Atticus
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Blaise, Misha Mayernick  
CRAZY FOR BIRDS 
Art/Animals | Penguin Paper-Over-Board | March 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Jennifer Weltz @ Jean V. Naggar Literary | Editor: Meg Leder 
Status: sample pages available; fully designed manuscript available in June 2019 
 
With enthralling facts, humorous anecdotes, and gorgeous artwork, artist Misha Blaise pays loving 
homage to the amazing beings that populate our skies and share the planet with us. She winds 
through the interconnectedness between humans and our feathered friends, from the eccentric 
people who obsess about birds to the compelling ways people have integrated birds into culture 
throughout history.   
 

Misha Mayernick Blaise is the author-illustrator of This Phenomenal Life (Lyons Press, 2017), which has been translated into 
five languages and was a bestseller in China. She and her husband co-own a green building company.  
 
Publishers of This Phenomenal Life: 
French – Les Editions Fei 
Korean – Arachne 

Polish – Egmont 
Simp. Chinese – Hachette Phoenix 

Spanish – Grijalbo 

 
 
Fitzgerald, Tom and Lorenzo Marquez 
LEGENDARY CHILDREN: The First Decade of RuPaul’s Drag Race and the Last Century of Queer 
Life 
Social Science/LGBT Studies | Penguin Trade Paperback | March 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent Monika Verma @ Levine Greenberg Rostan | Editor: Elda Rotor 
Status: manuscript available in July 2019 
 
From the singular voices behind Tom and Lorenzo comes the ultimate guide to all-things RuPaul’s 
Drag Race and its influence on modern LGBTQ culture. LEGENDARY CHILDREN centers itself around 

the idea that not only is RuPaul’s Drag Race the queerest show in the history of television, but that RuPaul and company 
devised a show that serves as an actual museum of queer cultural and social history, drawing on queer traditions and the 
work of legendary figures going back nearly a century.  
 
The bloggers behind the massively popular site Tom and Lorenzo Tom Fitzgerald and Lorenzo Marquez offer their unique 
take on all things fashion and pop culture-related every day to an audience of over 7 million readers a month and over 86,000 
Twitter followers. They have been profiled, quoted, or interviewed by The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The 
Philadelphia Inquirer, The Los Angeles Times, The Philadelphia Daily News, Long Island Newsday, National Public Radio, 
Entertainment Weekly, People, Vanity Fair, Elle, Rolling Stone, The Daily Telegraph, The Huffington Post, Slate, The Guardian, 
and Newsweek, among others.  

 
 

Green, Sarah Urist  
YOU ARE AN ARTIST  
Creativity | Penguin Paper-Over-Board | March 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Jodi Reamer @ Writers House | Editor: Meg Leder 
Status: sample pages available; fully designed manuscript available in June 2019 
 
When Sarah Urist Green created the PBS video series The Art Assignment, she wanted to share the 
work of incredible contemporary artists and invite people around the world to follow in their 
footsteps. YOU ARE AN ARTIST is the result of that project: a fantastically imaginative and wide-
ranging series of creative projects that invite you to try different artists’ approaches to better 
explore your own.  
 

Sarah Urist Green is the creator, curator, and host of The Art Assignment, an educational video series produced in 
partnership with PBS Digital Studios that focuses on the creative process and the act of making. She is also the former curator 
of contemporary art at the Indianapolis Museum of Art.  
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Hart, Hannah 
MY DRUNK KITCHEN HOLIDAYS!: How to Savor and Celebrate the Year  
Humor | Plume Hardcover | October 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Brandi Bowles @ United Talent Agency | Editor: Jill Schwartzman 
Status: manuscript available in May 2019 
 
In a world where everyone is looking for some good news and something to celebrate, Hannah 
Hart is there with almost 50 ideas, arranged into 12 months of themes and ideas for how to 
celebrate, with a drink or four, with family and friends. In the style of her first hit humorous 
cookbook My Drunk Kitchen (Dey Street, 2014), MY DRUNK KITCHEN HOLIDAYS! will celebrate 
holidays from Valentine’s Day to Graduation to Pride Month to International Bacon Day and more. 

 
Hannah Hart is an entertainer and the New York Times bestselling author of My Drunk Kitchen (Dey Street, 2014) and 
Buffering (Dey Street, 2016). Hart is best known as the creator and star of her award-winning hit YouTube series My Drunk 
Kitchen (over 2 million subscribers). She is also known for her activism and charitable work, and appeared on Forbes’ 30 
Under 30 list in 2015. Hart created and starred in the Food Network series I Hart Food, and she starred in the films Electra 
Woman and Dyna Girl and Dirty 30. 
 
Publisher of Buffering: 
UK & C – Little, Brown 
 
 

Jackson, Lawrence; foreword by Barack Obama 
YES WE DID: Photos and Reflections Celebrating Our First African-American President 
Biography/Photojournalism | TarcherPerigee Paper-Over-Board | October 2019 | UK & Translation 
Rights 
Agent: Bridget Matzie & Becky Sweren @ Aevitas Creative Management | Editor: Marian Lizzi   
Status: fully designed manuscript available in April 2019 
 
When Lawrence Jackson took the job as White House Photographer in 2008, he knew he would 
have a front-row seat to history, but he didn’t know how personally moved and inspired he would 
feel working in the White House every day. As a person of color himself, Jackson felt his hopes, 

dreams, and experiences put into words—by the President of the United States—and keyed into the details, the quirks, and 
the private moments, the undeniable “cool factor” that accompanied Obama wherever he went. Filled with intimate 
reflections and never-before-seen photographs as well as first-person accounts from celebrities, fellow staffers, and everyday 
Americans, YES WE DID is a celebration of the most inclusive and representative White House in history. 
 
Lawrence Jackson served as an Official White House Photographer for eight years under President Obama. He now works as 
a freelance photographer.   
 

 
Ovenden, Mark and Maxwell Roberts 
AIRLINE MAPS: A Century of Art and Design 
Travel/Design | Penguin Trade Paperback | October 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Author c/o Penguin | Editor: Terezia Cicel 
Status: sample pages available; fully designed manuscript available May 2019 
 
AIRLINE MAPS is a nostalgic and celebratory look back at one hundred years of passenger flight, 

featuring full-color reproductions of route maps and posters from the world’s most iconic airlines. Though flying has become 
more commonplace than ever before, Mark Ovenden and Maxwell Roberts remind us that early air travel was a glamorous 
affair for good reason. AIRLINE MAPS is a celebration of graphic design, cartographic skills, and clever marketing, and a visual 
feat that reminds us to enjoy the journey as much as the destination.  
 
Mark Ovenden is a design historian, bestselling author of Transit Maps of the World (Penguin, 2007), presenter, broadcaster, 
and lecturer. Maxwell Roberts is a lecturer in the Department of Psychology at the University of Essex. 
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MEMOIR & ESSAY 
 

Bertsche, Rachel 
THE KIDS ARE IN BED: Finding Time for Yourself in the Chaos of Parenting  
Memoir/Self-Help | Plume Trade Paperback | January 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Kari Stuart & Heather Karpas @ ICM | Editor: Jill Schwartzman 
Status: manuscript available in May 2019 
 
As she dealt with the challenge of keeping up with friends, nurturing her relationship with her 
husband, and her personal passions, Rachel Bertsche started an Instagram account called The Kids 
Are in Bed, her term for the hours parents have every night when they get to be actual adults. In 
her book by the same name, Bertsche provides stories, research, and strategies to help parents 
reclaim their time, their passions, and their friendships in a world that says your social and personal 
life is over the minute you have kids.  

 
Rachel Bertsche is the bestselling author of MWF Seeking BFF (Ballantine, 2011). She is also a journalist and editor whose 
work has appeared in O: The Oprah Magazine, Marie Claire, More, Teen Vogue, Seventeen, Every Day with Rachael Ray, 
Fitness, Women’s Health, New York, HuffPo, and more. She is a former producer for Oprah.com and an editor at O: The Oprah 
Magazine.  
 
 

Crawford, Robyn 
A SONG FOR YOU: My Life with Whitney Houston 
Memoir | Dutton Hardcover | November 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: David Kuhn @ Aevitas Creative Management | Editor: Jill Schwartzman   
Status: manuscript available May 2019 
 
The life and legacy of Whitney Houston has fascinated and devastated her fans for years, but one 
major figure from Whitney’s inner circle has remained largely a mystery: her closest friend since 
before it all began, Robyn Crawford. Deeply personal, heartfelt, and ready to set the record 
straight, Crawford’s memoir is a vital story and a previously untold part of Whitney’s life, from a 
woman who knew her better than nearly anyone else.  

 
After a long career in the music industry, Robyn Crawford is now focused on writing. She lives in New Jersey with her wife, 
Audible executive Lisa Hintelmann, and their children. 
 
 

Friedman, Rachel 
AND THEN WE GREW UP: On Creativity, Potential, and the Imperfect Art of Adulthood  
Inspirational Memoir/Biography | Penguin Trade Paperback | January 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Anna Sproul Latimer @ Gail Ross Literary Agency | Editor: Meg Leder  
Status: manuscript available in April 2019 
 
Rachel Friedman embarks on a journey to examine how we fulfill (or fail to fulfill) our potential and 
what it really means to live a creative life. She goes in search of her former Interlochen Camp for 
the Arts campmates to find out how they have spun their own creative promise into adult careers, 
relationships, and identities. Warm, whip-smart, and insightful, AND THEN WE GREW UP provides 
commiseration for all of us who were standout talents as kids, yet find ourselves pulled into adult 
lives less glamorous than what we imagined, and offers inspiration for finding creative fulfilment 

wherever we end up. 
 
Rachel Friedman is the author of The Good Girl's Guide to Getting Lost (Bantam, 2011).  She's written for the New York Times, 
National Geographic Traveler, New York Magazine, BUST, Bitch, Bon Appetit, McSweeney's, and The Hairpin, among others. A 
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and the creative nonfiction program at Rutgers-Newark, she has taught literature, 
journalism, and writing at Columbia University, New York University, and John Jay College of Criminal Justice.  
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Gregory, Dick with a new foreword by Dave Chappelle  
NIGGER: An Autobiography 
Autobiography | Plume Trade Paperback | May 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Dan Kirschen @ ICM | Editor: Jill Schwartzman  
Status: finished books available  
 

“Powerful and ugly and beautiful…a moving story of a man who deeply wants a world without 
malice and hate and is doing something about it.” 

—The New York Times 
 

The million-copy-plus bestseller, now back with its original publisher and in trade paperback for 
the first time, with a foreword by Dave Chappelle 

 
First published forty-five years ago, this is an incredibly honest and revealing memoir by one of America’s best-loved 
comedians and activists. Telling stories that range from his hardscrabble childhood to his pioneering early days as a comedian 
to his indefatigable activism alongside Medger Evers and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Gregory’s memoir riveted readers in the 
sixties. Today, the book has sold over a million copies and has become a classic about race relations and civil rights, and 
continues to inspire readers everywhere with Gregory’s incredible story of triumphing over racism and poverty to become an 
American legend.  
 
Dick Gregory was a provocative and incisive cultural force for more than 50 years. As an entertainer, he always kept it 
indisputably real about race issues in America, fearlessly lacing laughter with hard truths. As a leading activist against 
injustice, he marched at Selma during the Civil Rights Movement, organized student rallies to protest the Vietnam War, sat in 
rallies for Native American and feminist rights, fought apartheid in South Africa, and participated in hunger strikes in support 
of Black Lives Matter. He died in 2017.  
 
 

 
Moezzi, Melody 
THE RUMI PRESCRIPTION: Life Lessons from an Ancient Mystic Poet 
Memoir/Self-Help | TarcherPerigee Hardcover | March 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Ayesha Pande @ Ayesha Pande Literary | Editor: Marian Lizzi  
Status: manuscript available in March 2019 
 
This spiritual memoir and delightfully eccentric self-help manual chronicles Melody Moezzi’s efforts 
to learn Rumi’s poetry from her father and the lessons she learns along the way.  
 
Melody Moezzi is an Iranian-American Muslim activist, attorney, and award-winning author. A 
United Nations Global Expert and an Opinion Leader for the British Council’s Our Shared Future 

initiative, she is also the author of Haldol and Hyacinths (Avery, 2013). Moezzi’s essays have appeared in The New York Times, 
The Washington Post, and The Guardian, among others. 
 

 
 

Wu, Constance  
MAKING A SCENE: Things I Don’t Really Want to Talk About 
Memoir/Essays | Dutton Hardcover | October 2019 | UK & Translation Rights  
Agent: Byrd Leavell @ UTA | Editor: Jill Schwartzman 
Status: manuscript available in May 2019 
 
A debut collection of essays by Fresh Off the Boat actress Constance Wu, where she discusses the 
issues that matter to her—Asian-American representation in Hollywood, social injustice, the current 
political climate, and several other hot-button topics.  
 

Constance Wu is the critically acclaimed actress best known for her roles in Fresh Off the Boat and Crazy Rich Asians. In 2017, 
she was included on the annual Time 100 list of the most influential people in the world. 
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BUSINESS, HEALTH, PARENTING, SELF-HELP, SPIRITUALITY  
 

 
Carter, Lee 
PERSUASION: Convincing Others When Facts No Longer Seem to Matter 
Business Communication | TarcherPerigee Hardcover | September 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Lucinda Blumenfeld @ Lucinda Literary | Editor: Marian Lizzi 
Status: manuscript available 
 
If you think persuading others is “manipulative,” you’re right, and each of us does it all day long, 
whether we’re trying to convince others to agree to a new hire, buy a product, or simply return a 
call. Communication strategist Lee Carter has spent years advising top companies and brands about 
what it takes to bring others on board with us, and she reveals the keys in this engaging and 
empowering guide. Filled with deeply researched insights into how we make up—and change—our 

minds, PERSUASION will help you hone your message and craft your narrative in order to be heard and get results.  
 
Lee Carter is President of maslansky + partners, a communications consultancy based in New York City. She oversees a range 
of communication and language strategies for Fortune 100 and 500 companies, trade associations, and nonprofits. A 
communication research veteran, she has conducted and analyzed more than one thousand instant response dial sessions, 
traditional focus groups, and client strategy sessions. She also serves as a member of the National Head Start Association 
advisory board and as a fellow of the National Committee on US-China Relations Young Leadership Forum. 
 
 
 

 
Cline, Elizabeth 
THE CONSCIOUS CLOSET: The Revolutionary Guide to Looking Good While Doing Good 
Self-Help/Fashion | Plume Trade Paperback | August 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Larry Weissman @ Larry Weissman Literary, LLC | Editor: Stephanie Kelly  
Status: manuscript available in April 2019 
 
THE CONSCIOUS CLOSET is a detailed, accessible guide on how to build a beautiful, ethically-
responsible wardrobe that revolutionizes how we see ourselves and our clothing. Along the way, 
Cline shows readers how much they will be helping the planet as they adopt these new practices. 
She also shows how much this can simplify your life, and add more happiness and satisfaction with 
the way you live and dress.  
 

Elizabeth Cline is a New York-based journalist, public speaker, and author of Overdressed: The Shockingly High Cost of Cheap 
Fashion (Portfolio, 2012), the acclaimed expose on the environmental and social impacts of the global fashion industry. 
 
Publishers of Overdressed: 
Comp. Chinese – China Times 
Italian – Piemme 
Japanese – Shunjusha 

Korean – Sejong Books 
Polish – Foksal 
Romanian – Baroque Books 

Simp. Chinese – China Machine Press 
Spanish – Planeta Mexicana
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Gallagher, Shaun 
UNTITLED ON EXPERIMENTING WITH KIDS  
Family | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | April 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Laurie Abkemeier @ Defiore | Editor: Lauren Appleton 
Status: manuscript available June 2019 
 
This book presents engaging “experiments” that allow parents to learn about their children’s rapid 
development. The science projects are adapted from published research, pulling from various 
disciplines, including cognitive science, psychology, linguistics, and game theory, that help parents 
gain new insights about how their children, ages 2-5, are learning about themselves, the world 

around them, and the people they interact with.  
 
Shaun Gallagher is the author of Experimenting with Babies (TarcherPerigee, 2013) and Correlated (TarcherPerigee, 2014). He 
has worked for Forbes, Men’s Journal, Delaware Today magazine, and the New Journal. He is also the father of three children. 
 
Publishers of Experimenting with Babies: 
Estonian – Erma 
Korean – Cheombooks 

Russian – Alpina 
Turkish – Platform  

 
 
 
 

Goodavage, Maria 
DOCTOR DOGS: How Our Best Friends Are Becoming Our Best Medicine 
Pets | Dutton Hardcover | October 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Carol Mann @ Carol Mann Agency | Editor: Stephen Morrow  
Status: manuscript available 
 
Our definition of what a service dog does is evolving. With an unfathomably accurate sense of smell 
and incredible neuroplasticity, dogs can be trained for a variety of tasks that go beyond the 
commands they are generally given. In DOCTOR DOGS, Maria Goodavage travels the globe to 
investigate what boundaries of science and medicine dogs could be breaking for the greater good. 
This is a look to the future, balancing cutting-edge research with hopeful anecdotes – and a healthy 
dose of skepticism – and exploring the ways in which dogs can change our lives for the better.  
 

Maria Goodavage is a veteran journalist and the New York Times bestselling author of Soldier Dogs (Dutton, 2012), Top Dog 
(Dutton, 2014), and Secret Service Dogs (Dutton, 2016).  
 
Publishers of Top Dog: 
UK – Ebury ANZ – Penguin Australia 
 
Publishers of Soldier Dogs: 
ANZ – Penguin Australia Japanese – Shobunsha Spanish – Paidotribo   
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Kataria, MD, Madan; foreword by Dr. Andrew Weil  
LAUGHTER YOGA: Daily Laughter Practices for Health and Happiness 
Health & Wellness | Penguin Trade Paperback | April 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Penguin India | Editor: John Siciliano  
Status: manuscript available  
 

“Laughter yoga exemplifies a form of ‘right-brain thinking’ that managers should promote.” 
—Dan Pink 

 
“I can’t think of any other body-mind technique that has caught on this way. I told [the] 

American Senate Committee during a hearing about healthcare reform that Laughter Yoga could 
help lower American healthcare costs.”  

—Dr. Andrew Weil 
 

“Dr. Kataria is a physician who has transformed himself into the leader of an international movement that promotes 
laughter as a cure for just about any ailment—physical, psychological, or spiritual.  

—New Yorker 
 
Laughter yoga is a revolutionary idea, simple and profound. A practice involving prolonged voluntary laughter, it is based on 
scientific studies that have concluded that such laughter offers the same physiological and psychological benefits as 
spontaneous laughter. Today, laughter yoga has become popular worldwide as a complete workout and is practiced in more 
than 100 countries. This comprehensive book by the founder of the laughter yoga club movement, Dr. Madan Kataria, tells 
readers what laughter yoga is, how it works, what its benefits are and how they can apply it to everyday life.  
 
Dr. Madan Kataria is the founder of the laughter yoga club movement that started in 1995 and now boasts 16,000 clubs with 
500,000 members worldwide. Dr. Kataria is a sought-after keynote, motivational, and inspirational speaker for corporations 
and organizations around the world. He has conducted seminars and workshops for UBS, IBM, Hewett-Packard, Volvo, SAS, 
Glaxo SmithKline, the government of Singapore, and the Parliament of Western Australia, among others. He has also been 
featured on television and radio programs across the world. 
 
 

 
Lichtenstein, Tanya 
COSMIC BOTANY 
Gardening & Crystals | TarcherPerigee Paper-Over-Board | March 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Meg Thompson @ Thompson Literary Agency | Editor: Nina Shield 
Status: sample spreads available; fully designed manuscript available August 2019 
 
An illustrated guide to the natural pairings of plants and crystals, exploring how syncing the 
vibrational energy from crystals helps plants thrive, cleanses and ignites the powers of crystals, and 
creates a beautiful design aesthetic in one's home. There is no other book in the ever-growing 
markets of wellness, vibrational energy, or design that focuses solely on the cohabitation of plants 

and crystals. These cosmic botanical pairings can also help home-dwellers—the powerful vibrational synergy of matched 
natural elements can help a mindful owner reconnect with her intentions, reflect on the present moment, and feel a sense of 
calm and wellbeing, power, love, prosperity, and protection.  
 
Tanya Lichtenstein is a lifestyle writer for sites like HelloGiggles and Peaceful Dumpling and an illustrator for Benefit 
Cosmestics. She is from La Jolla, California.  
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Trelease, Jim; Edited and Revised by Cyndi Giorgis 
JIM TRELEASE’S READ-ALOUD HANDBOOK: Eighth Edition 
Education | Penguin Trade Paperback | September 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Rafe Sagalyn @ ICM/Sagalyn | Editor: Kathryn Court 
Status: manuscript available  
 
With over 1 million copies sold, The Read-Aloud Handbook has been a go-to for parents, teachers, 
and all advocates of reading and literacy. This revised edition discusses the benefits, the rewards, 
and the importance of reading aloud to children of a new generation. Supported by delightful 
anecdotes as well as the latest research, JIM TRELEASE’S READ-ALOUD HANDBOOK offers proven 
techniques and strategies for helping children discover the pleasures of reading and setting them 
on the road to becoming lifelong readers.  

 
Jim Trelease spent thirty years addressing parents, teachers, and librarians on the subjects of children, literature, and the 
challenges of multimedia to print. An award-winning artist, he was a writer for the Springfield Daily News from 1963-1983. 
Cyndi Giorgis is the Director of Teacher Preparation in the Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College at Arizona State University. 
 
Rights sold to: 
Indonesian – Noura Books 
Japanese – Chikuma Shobo 
Korean – Bookline 

Marathi – Diamond Books 
Polish – Relacja  
Simplified Chinese – ThinKingdom 

Thai – Bookscape Publishing 

  
 
 
 

Welch, Caroline  
THE MINDFUL WOMAN  
Self-Help/Stress Management | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | March 2020 | UK & Translation 
Rights 
Agent: Joelle Delbourgo @ Joelle Delbourgo Associates | Editor: Sara Carder 
Status: manuscript available in June 2019 
 
Scientifically-based, practical strategies to help busy women achieve lasting personal and 
professional well-being. THE MINDFUL WOMAN guides readers through developing a set of skills—
Presence, Prioritizing, Pacing, and Pivoting—that will help them navigate their increasingly stressful 
lives with more grace and ease.  
 

Along with her husgand, Daniel J. Siegel, Caroline Welch is co-founder of the Mindsight Institute. She is also currently CEO of 
Mind Your Brain, Inc., a company with the mission to make the latest science accessible to professionals, organizations, 
businesses, and families through educational programs, which promote insight, empathy, and well-being, including online 
learning and in-person workshops for a global audience.  
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Wilcock, David  
AWAKENING IN THE DREAM: Contact with the Divine  
Body, Mind, & Spirit | Dutton Hardcover | August 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Amy Hughes @ Dunow, Carlson & Lerner Literary | Editor: Stephanie Kelly 
Status: manuscript available in May 2019 
 
David Wilcock is a master at weaving together cutting-edge alternative science, shocking insider 
information, and his personal experiences to reveal stunning truths about humanity, 
extraterrestrials, and the universe we share. In AWAKENING IN THE DREAM, David will once 
again combine his extensive research, the Law of One series, new insider revelations, and his 
own connection with the divine to bring humanity closer to full disclosure than ever before, as 
well as help you activate your full potential on the eve of ascension. 
 
David Wilcock is the New York Times bestselling author of The Source Field Investigations 

(Dutton, 2011), The Synchronicity Key (Dutton, 2013), and The Ascension Mysteries (Dutton, 2016).  
 
Publishers of The Ascension Mysteries: 
UK & C – Souvenir Press 
Comp. Chinese – Acorn 
Croatian – Teledisk 

German – Kopp Verlag 
Hungarian – Magyar Menedek 
Japanese – Hikaruland 

Romanian – S.C. Adevar Divin

 
Publishers of The Synchronicity Key:   
UK & C – Souvenir Press 
Bulgarian – Kragozor 
Comp. Chinese – Acorn 
Croatian – Teledisk 

Czech – Pavel Dobrovsky 
French – Ariane 
German – Kopp Verlag 
Hungarian – Magyar Menedek 

Japanese – Art Village 
Romanian – S.C. Adevar Divin 
Simp. Chinese – Shang Shu Culture 
Slovak – Citadella 

 
Publishers of The Source Field Investigations:  
UK & C – Souvenir Press 
Bulgarian – Kragozor 
Comp. Chinese – Acorn 
Croatian – Teledisk 
Finnish – Viisas Elama 

French – Ariane 
German – Kopp Verlag 
Hebrew – Mirkam 
Hungarian – Magyar Menedek 
Korean – Eye of Ra Publishing  

Romanian – Deceneu Bucuresti 
Simp. Chinese – Shang Shu Culture 
Spanish – Alfaomega 
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